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Model Number: 8.695-716.0

Prochem Ultrapac Extreme Powder Carpet Cleaner Prespray 8.695-716.0  320 lb. Drum (145 Kg)

Manufacturer: Prochem

Prochem Ultrapac Extreme Powder Carpet Cleaner Prespray 320 lb. Drum
8.695-716.0

NEW Prochem Ultrapac&reg; Extreme! Everything customers want in a pre-spray and
MORE than they thought possible!

    State-of-the-art nanotech &ldquo;micro-robots&rdquo; in Ultrapac Extreme bind
and suspend soils for fast and efficient removal. The product&rsquo;s complex
buffering system keeps the pH stable to maximize cleaning potential in all conditions.
Plus, its new Hydrocoating Technology means this new economical powdered
product is fast-dissolving even in cold water and is stable up to 212&deg; F /
100&deg; C. It will not separate and the RTU can be stored indefinitely. (Not for sale
in Canada.)
    Breakthrough nano technology - tiny nano particles attack soils like micro robots,
removing soils faster and more efficiently than anything available on the market today
    Conquers EXTREME soil conditions that previously were impossible to clean -until
now!
    Ultra-FAST dissolving &ndash; Hydrocoating technology for fast, COMPLETE
dissolving that leaves no solids or hardening at the bottom, and doesn&rsquo;t
separate in cold water or up to boiling temperatures! 
    Complex buffering system stabilizes pH to prevent damage to carpet fibers.
    Always uniform and clear once dissolved and RTU solution can be stored
indefinitely.
    State-of-the-art detergent system cleans with less effort and withstands up to 24
grains of water hardness.

SPECIFICATIONS
UNIT SIZE: 6 lbs. / 2.7 kg jar
COVERAGE: 1 jar makes up to 48 gallons of RTU solution
DILUTION PUMP SPRAYER: 1 scoop per gal. of water (using provided scoop)
DILUTION INJECTION SPRAYER: 8 scoops per 5 qts. of water (using provided
scoop)

SIZES â–ª OPTIONS
8.695-714.0: Four 6 lb. / 2.7 kg jars
8.695-715.0: One 40 lb. / 18.1 kg pail
8.695-716.0: One 320 lb. / 145.0 kg drum

UPC 762858178514 for the 6 lbs jar.

FEATURES

    Nano-technology outcleans other pre-sprays at an economical price
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    Hydrocoating Technology ensures fast and complete mixing &ndash; even in cold
water &ndash; and won&rsquo;t separate or harden your Hydro-Force or other
pressure applicator!
    RTU solution is perfectly clear and can be stored indefinitely. 
    Performance is unaffected with water hardness up to 24 grains. 
    Stable up to boiling temperatures &ndash; use the hottest water from your
truckmount to dissolve and apply the product.

Sale Brochure

Product Label

SDS

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 31 August, 2018
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